Directions to Sea Camp Campus Kids

GPS Address: 1001 Texas Clipper Rd. Galveston TX 77554

- Cross the bridge onto Pelican Island. Ignore signs for MAIN Entrance.
- Continue through the student cross walk.
- Turn **RIGHT** at the NORTH ENTRANCE marked by the **Valero gas station** onto Texas Clipper Road.
- Continue straight on Texas Clipper Road and park in the parking lot in front of the Sea Aggie Center Building 3026 (Brick building with Maroon Vertical Stripes and palm trees in front)
- Please do not park in lots labeled FS. Families may park in the Visitor or Commuter Spaces.
- Walk in to the glass doors and go straight back to the back of the building and we’ll see you there!
- Call if you need help: 409-740-4525